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What health-care reform means for you
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Bookstore to sign exclusive Nike contract
Zachary Dunn
Staff Writer

The

exact parameters

Nike arrives at the Seattle

U Bookstore
The Seattle University Bookstore
will become theexclusive retail outlet of all Nike athletic apparel on
campus starting this summer.

of the

between Seattle U and
Nike—which could bring in a
ballpark figure of $50,000 annually for the bookstore—have not
been determined yet. The contract
is expected to be signed in the
next few weeks, at which point
the bookstore will begin to order
Nike products.
contract

In accordance with the uni-

versity's Anti-Sweatshop Policy,
university administrators had to
gain the approval of Seattle U's
Anti Sweatshop Committee before
partnering with Nike—a company
that has been under
Page
scrutiny for their labor
practices for the past
6
several years.

Photos put
new lens on
Rwandan
genocide

$50,000
estimated annual
increase in bookstore revenue from
Nike product sales

Nationally praised
photographer depicts
children born of rape
Chelsea Nehler
Staff Writer

Easter Vigil illuminates chapel of St. Ignatius

Their faces are gripping—their
stories even moreso. Photographer

Jonathan Torgovnik's exhibit
"Intended Consequences," currently on display in the Hedreen
Gallery and Kinsey Gallery on
campus, gives form and voice to
the stories of 25 women impregnated by rape during Rwanda's

1994 genocide.
During this period, 100,000
women were raped and impregnated in the Hutu militia attacks on
Tutsi populations. It is estimated
that at least 20,000 children were
born of this violence.
"This is something that needs
to be known throughout the
world," said Jean Baptiste Ganza,
S.J., a priest in the MBA program

from Rwanda.

Each photograph is accompanied by a testimonial, a firsthand
story of the women and children
in the photographs.
Josephine, a woman
pictured in the Kinsey
Gallery who is also

Braden VanDragt

Students and community members build a fire in and gather around the
reflection pool at the Chapel of St. Ignatius to celebrate Easter Vigil. The night's
celebration was the culmination of Holy Week at Seattle University,

|

My time at [SU]
was important and
as I get older this
honor grows.
Tim Allen
Hall of Fame Inductee■•

In the 19705, soccer was a little
known game barely recognized
in the United States. Tim Allen,
a former soccer star at Seattle
University, grew up in a world
where high schools didn't have soccer teams unless they were started
as a club sport. According to players from that time, the chances
of going on to play in college
were slim.
Seattle University had just

started its soccer program in the
early 1970s under the direction
of Hugh McArdle, the first soccer coach at the university. But it
wasn't until Allen joined the team
that the soccer program really began to progress; a fact that helped
stake his claim to being inducted
into the Seattle University Hall of
Fame April 17.
Tim and his brother Steve, also
a former player for the university,
grew up playing soccer. They say
having a British mother nurtured
their dedication to a sport that
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was largely overlooked at the time.
While there were few youth soccer leagues and other opportunities to play, both boys grew to love
the sport.
"Our uncle was a coach, and
he took us under his wing," Steve
said. Their uncle, McArdle, who
later became the coach at Seattle
University, gave them their first
real shot at playing.
"I was star-struck
Page
when I first got [to
Seattle U]," said Tim,
who had been attending
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To view an audio slideshow of

Hall of Famer boosted soccer appeal at SU
Aubrey Eyre
Staff Writer
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Journalism
fellowship engages
students with
homelessness

Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectatoi

Each of the students will receive a $2,000 scholarship through the Center for Strategic Communications.
The students will assist the journalists in creating various multi-platform media projects.

Gates Foundation funds the work of
six journalists and eight students
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Six Washington journalists
have been awarded a $219,347
grant by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation to publicize and
spread awareness of family homelessness through various media
outlets in Seattle and the greater
Washington area.
The journalists will work with
eight Seattle U students led by Barry
Mitzman, director of the Center for
Strategic Communications, to publicize the issue of family homelessness, an initiative which the Gates
Foundation has identified as one
of its key development issues. The

project officially began Jan. 1, but
the bulk of the work will be done
throughout the spring, culminating
in a November conference profiling
the journalists' work.

The journalists will
produce both radio and

television segments

on homelessness.
"Part of the mission of .Seattle
U is to serve the community and
advance the cause of social justice,"

Mitzman said. "We're serving that
mission with this project, to help
people understand the extent of
family homelessness."
The journalists selected include
radio producer Michael Dominic
Black, who will produce three radio documentaries on homeless
families and NewsHour correspondent Lee Hochberg, who will
produce television segments for use
on NewsHour.
Photojournalist Dan Lamont
will produce a multimedia photography presentation on homelessness, and Real Change editor Rosette Royale will compile
homeless diaries in print and in
video format.
The SeattleTimes will produce an
in-depth series on homelessness. The
non profit journalism organization

asdfdsfdsfdsf

Investigate West, with reporter
Carol Smith, will create a four-part
series spanning print, online and
broadcast formats.
The eight Seattle U students
chosen to help the journalists and
receive a $2,000 scholarship are senior Sabine Bernards, sophomore
Mary Pauline Diaz, senior Emily
Holt, junior Carolyn Huynh,
senior Cassandra Little, junior
Maggie Wykowski and graduate
students Joshuah Marshall and
Laura Kesl.
"Communication is a way to
spread knowledge of issues of social justice and as a way to educate to fix social justice issues,"
said Bernards, political science and
Spanish major. Bernards hopes to
connect her experience with this
project to a career working with
poverty on an international and
local level.
The journalists were chosen
based on their proposals ofhow they
would approach original reporting
on the issue of family homelessness.
The method by which they would
involve students in an "integrated"
role in the project was another main
reason they were chosen, according
to Mitzman.
"The principal benefit the students
gain from theproject is experience and
the opportunity to work in partnership in a highly important project,"
Mitzman said.
Mitzman believes the "highly
reputable journalists" will gain
national, not just local, recognition for their work. The journalists will have freedom of reporting and retain the rights to
their work.
The partnership between the
Gates Foundation and Seattle U
came about after months of collaboration, based on Mitzman's
connections to the foundation,
forged in part due to previous donations to the school by the foundation and Mitzman's previous work
for Microsoft.
When Mitzman began teaching at Seatde U in 2008, he started
work in the Center for Strategic
Communications, a student consulting service for non profit agencies around the city run through

the Communications Department.
In addition to its work with
the Gates Foundation, the department has worked with The
Eastside Legal Assistance Program
and Washington Initiative for
Supportive Employment, helping disadvantaged members of
the community.

The Family

Homelessness
Initiative [...] aims to
raise public awareness.
Kollin Min

Gates Foundation
The work with family homelessness will take part under the
authority of Building Changes, the
non-profit organization responsible
for carrying out projects funded
by the Gates Foundation. These
projects include overseeing the
Sound Families Initiative, focused
mainly on the Seattle area, and the
Washington Families Fund, focusing
on greater Washington state. Each of
these organizations work to combat
family homelessness.
The Family Homelessness
Initiative targets King, Pierce, and
Snohomish counties and aims
to raise public awareness about
family homelessness, according
Kollin Min, a program officer
in the Pacific Northwest for the
Gates Foundation.
Min said the first step to solving the problem of family homelessness is providing an understanding of the problem, and the
Gates Foundation is "pleased to
support the work" of the team of
journalists and students that has
been assembled.
Fellowship recipient Mary Pauline Diaz is

the current entertainment editor for The
a staff

Spectator. Carolyn Huynh is also

writer for The Spectator.

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com
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Professor provides therapy
to hundreds of Haitians
Psychology professor Kira
Mauseth volunteers with
Love for Haiti
Chelsea Nehler
Staff Writer

Mary

K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

Professor Kira Mauseth provided mental health services to Haitians.

Much of the Haiti relief effort has focused on delivering essential supplies and funds to the
Caribbean country. One Seattle U
professor brought more than that,
offering mental health services to
earthquake survivors.
Kira Mauseth, a psychology
professor, was one of two practicing clinical psychologists who
traveled to Haiti in early March
with the organization Love
For Haiti.
Mauseth served in two locations —a building of Anis Zunuzi
School and in a tent city. At each
location 200 to 300 patients per day
awaited a range ofmedical and psychological assistance. At one point,
the tent city clinic saw more than
250 people in seven hours.

"Most could not tolerate sleeping or even being in a building,"
Mauseth said. The school children
were holding classes outside because the children did not want to
be inside, she observed.
Mauseth observed that many of
the mental health problems people
reported had nothing to do with the
earthquake, though she said a good
portion of the psychological traumas
resulted directly from the disaster.

Most could not tolerate

sleeping or even
being in a building.
Kira Mauseth
Psychology Professor

Typically, those in need of
psychological assistance were suffering from acute stress disorders.
The most common symptoms included insomnia, stomachaches,
headaches, trouble concentrating,
decreased appetite and a heightened startle response.
Haiti is home to some of the
most impoverished people in the
world and has a history of political corruption. Resources are fairly
scarce and given Haiti's propensity

for hurricanes, frequent

upcoming events!
Tiny Vipers Join us in the Bistro this Wednesday
for the first CoffeeHouse event of the quarter! Check
out Tiny Vipers at myspace.com/tinyvipersss.
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Room (1 st floor Student Center) and test your poker
skills. Free event!
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Poker Night

Yes, a whole week
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ESS&SXES
dedicated

to SEAC!
Each day will feature a specific weekly event, so check
the posters around campus for the upcoming events!

Quadstock 2010 Mark your calendars! If you area
I

student performer or a club interested in participating in
Quadstock, contact Adam at tothl@seattleu.edu.

enough to have personal tents.
According to Mauseth, they have
only lost their homes, but also
their sense of community.
It is Mauseth's goal to bring basic supplies to the people of Haiti.
She and other volunteers arrived in
Haiti with 64 boxes ofmedical supplies and toiletries, some collected
by Seattle U students.
There is still overwhelming need
for vitamins, baby formula and
even reading glasses, she said.
However, Mauseth said "flying
down once a month and throwing
Tylenol at people" is not going to
help in the long run.
"They need to know how to
help themselves," she said. "To see
themselves as resilient and as agents
of change."
Mauseth intends to teach relaxation exercises and other therapeutic techniques to community
leaders so they can continue the
healing process within their own
not

communities.

Sheplans to return to Haiti with
the same organization in May.

Symptoms included
insomnia, headaches
and trouble
concentrating.

storms

destroy much of the infrastructure
Haitians are able to establish, according to Mauseth
"People who had nothing, now
had less," she said.
Tens of thousands Hatians now
live in tent cities. "Sticks with blankets or bed sheets" separate the
displaced unless they are fortunate

"We were actually able to make
difference for some people,"
Mauseth said hopefully. "Service
to other people is one of the most
important things you can contribute in your life."
a

Chelsea may be reached at

sdf sfdsfds
cnehler@su-spectator.com
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Support flows in
for Ban the Bottle
Campaign

Mary K. Bryant-Likens

|

The Spectator

Natural Leaders Club members Matt Lollini, Kaeli Gockel, Mike Sullivan and Brittany Cohen collected
signatures from students during a Ban the Bottle protest last quarter.

Natural Leaders and administration reevaluate expiring
Pepsi contract as movement grows
Fernando Sioson
News Editor
The leaders of the Ban the Bottle
campaign have changed hands for
the third time in as many years, only
now the campaign has the support
of ASSU, Bon Appetit and the administration in banning plastic water
bottles on campus.
The NaturalLeaders Club, president Spencer Black, a junior environmental studies major, and professor
Gary Chamberlain have made significant steps in their campaign through
the installation of easy-fill spouts on
campus water fountains and obtaining Bon Appetit's cooperation in
selling reusable steel bottles at all of
theit locations.
The Natural Leaders—who orient their efforts around environmental issues— have also made an effort
to educate students on the impact of
using plastic water bottles and have
acquired hundreds of petition signatures as a result.

In the past the idea
has failed [...] because
the students overall
did not support it.
Ron Smith

Vice President of Finance
"Water is
man

a

fundamental hu-

right. People have trouble

getting over the convenience of
the bottled stuff," said Black, junior environmental studies major. "It speaks to a lot of what we
need for our future of unnecessary

overconsumption."

The administration threw its
campaign effort
under two conditions. First, they
requested that the club head an effort to educate students on effects of
plastic bottles on the environment.
In addition to petitions, the Natural
Leaders also had a protest in the
Quad in the winter to distribute information about Ban the Botde.
"It's been cool to see people take
a lot of interest, once we got them
off the ground and informed," said
Carey deVictoria-Michel, sophomore
environmental studies major and a
member of Natural Leaders. "[This
campaign] is a great opportunity to
get active in the community."
The administration's second
condition was that the natural leaders gain the official endorsement of
the student government. The ASSU
resolution written to support the
campaign acknowledges that the
banning of bottled water is in alignment with the Seattle University mission statement, saying that the water resources "are essential for future
generations and the consumption of
bottled water is not consistent with
the sustainable practices that Seattle
University promotes."
"In the past the idea has failed,
in my mind, because the students
overall did not support it," said Ron
Smith, vice president for Finance and
Business Affairs. "This time ASSU.
has lent support, which will help."
The campaign has also earned the
support ofBon Appetit. In addition
to selling the $5 bottles at Cherry
Street Market, The Bistro, The Cave
and The Bottom Line, Bon Appetit
is working with Natural Leaders to
specifically ban the sale of Aquafina
bottles— including those dispensed
in vending machines.
The current contract with Pepsi,
Aquafina's parent company, expires at
support behind the

BUSINESS CHINESE
learn Business Chinese or Chinese in
Chines# Business Law
Summer Program in Beijing.
\ksM our^sle:

www.studyabroad-china.org

the end of this year and Black hopes
negotiations will result in a big boost
to the campaign in the form of an
official ban on plastic water botdes.
The ban would eliminate the sale
of plastic water bottles on campus
completely, including those sold in
vending machines.
"It comes down to private companies profiting over a resource that
is free," Black said. "The campaign is
about a lifestyle change. It reaches out
to consumer patterns then pans out."
Ban the Bottle originally began
two years ago as a program headed
by professor Chamberlain and
then-seniors Nick McCarvel and
GretchenraeCallanta. The next year,
the campaign fell into the hands of
a now-defunct club called the

*TH I
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Environmental Students ofSeattle U
and president Katie Boehnlein, with
a renewed focus on education.

It comes down to

private companies
profiting over a

resource that is free.

.

Spencer Black

Junior
People learn how to adapt with
the environments they are in," said
Boehnlein, senior environmental

LEARNED THE

studies major. "If water bottles were
just banned, then students would
deal with it and just go out and buy
a reusable bottle."
According to Boehnlein, the main
obstacleof the campaign is that there
is still a student demand for the sale
of plastic water bottles. The effort has
also been delayed due to the campaigns change ofleadership each year
since Ban the Bottle began.
Now that the campaign is once
again in new hands, Natural Leaders
hope to gain the full support of the
university and the student body, finally banning the bottle once and
for all.
Fernando may be reached at
fsioson@su-spectator.com
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Local environmental
project attracts buzz

Qual: Current student in PR or related field.
REQ: Prev. exp. w/computers. Stipend $8.55/hr.
Application review will begin April 14, 2010. Send
com P^ ete KCLS application (descrip. & app. on our
website) to:
n § County Library System
960 Newport Way NW, Issaquah, WA 98027.
425-369-3224 Fax: 425-369-3214
www.kcls.org EQE

Commencement Speaker Auditions

Visit wwuv.seattleu.edu/leaders for details
and to print an application.
Applications must be in by April 19 at 5:00 PM!
Questions? E-mail Lead@seattleu.edu

Clara Ganey

|

Share your experiences and insights, inspire your
fellow graduates & leave a legacy at Seattle U.
Apply to be the undergraduate or
graduate speaker at Commencement 2010!

Community activists aim to increase plants that will attract wild pollinators like the honeybee to the Central District.
Carolyn Huynh
Staff Writer

An influx of pollinators
soon be buzzing into the
Central District.

might

Community organizers have begun to recruit homeowners to partici-

in the Pollinator Pathway, a plan
grass from sidewalk strips
in front ofhomes with native plants
from Washington in hopes of attracting more wildpollinators to the area.
ThePollinator Pathway ends at Seattle
University because the campus is an
existing green space.
Organizers of the Pollinator
Pathway hope to attract the western
bumblebee, the orchard mason bee,
the pale swallowtail butterfly and the
rufous hummingbird.
Freelance illustrator and graphic
designer Sarah Bergmann began the
project four years ago after reading an
article in The New York Times about
the rapidly declining honeybee population, also known as the colony collapse disaster (CCD).
Some of factors contributing to
CCD include pests, contagious diseases and pollutants. The national
honeybee population has declined
more than 30 percent each year for
the past three years.
"I don't own a farm. I don't own
land," Bergmann said. "But I wanted to save the bees. So I did it in a
way that was more adaptable to an
urban environment."
Bergmann started work on the
project in 2006. She researched honeybee populations, created a Web site,
completed a trial project and applied
for a grant from the Department

pate
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She was granted $6,000 to start
the project. She spent most of the
money on seeds of native plants.
Over the past four years, dozensof
volunteers have signed up, she said.
Jeramy Koepping, a Pollinator
Pathway team member, said they
hope to build community between

multiple neighborhoods.
"Urban environments

are

not

very hospitable for animals in general," Koepping said. "To give back
is really valuable. It is really important for the pollinators and for
general awareness of ecosystems in
urban environments."
Because

honeybees are

one

of rile

major workhorses for pollination in
nature, their abrupt disappearance is
a big concern for crops.
Senior environmental studies major Hailey Michel-Evleth conducted
her senior project on the decline of
honeybees in the Puget Sound region.
According to her, a lack of honeybees
disrupts the food web.
"A major threat to honeybees and
all pollinators is the loss of habitat,"
said Michel-Evleth. "Most insect pollinators live in the ground or in nests
that they build in weedy areas, which
don't exist in urban areas."
"I wanted a line drawn between
two sustainable communities: Seattle
U and Noras Woods," Bergmann
said. "I wanted to connect the two
to create a route for the insects to

travel along."
"The plants will take up to two
years until they make an impact,"
Bergmann said. "The idea is to give
shelter and nourishment to such
Washington insects."
Trileigh Tucker, environmental
studies professor, expressed her support for the project.
"The whole ecosystem depends on
them," Tucker said of the honeybees.
"Enhancing the habitat for these bees
enhances the health of the habitat for
everyone, including the human members of the Seattle U community."
Tucker expects Seattle U's campus
will see more birds and animals in the
area as the project progresses.
Bergmann is in the process of
applying for another matching grant
with the city. This time, she is hoping
for more aid and more volunteers to
help her and her team.
She hopes to begin planting again
in the

fall.

Carolyn may be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com
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Easter Sunday mass draws
students, community members

CRIME REPORTS

Multiple office
burglaries, assault,
attempted car theft
Break-in to the Dean's
Office
Police were dispatched to Seattle
Univetsity March 29 regarding a
burglary to an office. According
to the police report the office was
locked Friday evening. A custodian
discovered the door open around
3 a.m. Monday.
The custodian reported he
found the office ransacked. A
brown leather satchel bag was
taken as well as three master lock
keys from surrounding offices.
The keys access numerous buildings and offices on campus. Two
Canon cameras and one projector were stolen from other offices
and buildings.

Two cameras and

a projector were
reported missing from

one of the offices.
In other offices many items

were moved around and desk
drawers were emptied. Police located finger prints on several items
and submitted them to the Seatde
Police Department fingerprint lab

for examining.
Attack outside Waid's
Haitian Cuisine

Police received a call March
29 for a fight disturbance at 1212
E Jefferson St. outside of Waid's
Haitian Cuisine.
The caller reported six people
were assaulting one person who
was not moving. When police arrived, they located the man alone

lying on the sidewalk semi-conscious. He had bleeding lacerations
on his face and in his mouth.

He had bleeding
lacerations on his
face and in his mouth.
According to the report, his pupils were dilated and he appeared
to be under the influence of drugs
and/or alcohol. The victim could
not confirm anything. One witness
told the police he recognized the
assailants at the gas station across
the street, but he was reluctant

to

identify any of them.
When asked he only said, "they
are African." Police spoke to thefour
subjects at the gas stations lot. They
said they knew nothing and were
not detained.

Fr. Howell S.J. gives the Easter
Eucharist at the Chapel of
St. ignatius Sunday.
Photos

by

Jon Polka

|
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Attempted car robbery and
attack on East Broadway
A man was assaulted in an attempted car theft at the 300 block
ofEast Broadway. The man parked
his vehicle and as he exited an unknown male was standing by his
door.
He said, "Give me your keys,
give me your keys!" When the victim refused to give up his keys, the
suspect punched him in his head
three times.
When the victim tried to flee
the suspect followed for a moment
then fled east on East Harrison
Street. Police later apprehended

the suspect.
The suspect told the police he
trying to steal cars so he could
run over people trying to rape
his wife.
was

Layaway program will save students money on books
Cover

�

The Anti-Sweatshop
Committee's role
is to encourage the

university's purchasing agents to seek out contracthat have instituted proactive
mechanisms to ensure sweatshopfree production.
"Nike's human resources management training programs along with
the monitoring system they have put
in place have begun to show positive results for long-term, sustainable
practices with respect to fair labor,"
wrote Mary Petersen, buyer and
Facilities Services committee chair,
in a campus-wide e-mail.
When reviewing contractors
the Anti-Sweatshop Committee
uses reports from the Workers
Rights Consortium (WRC) and
the Fair Labor Association (FLA)
as its primary sources. These independent organizations monitor the
tors

workplace standards ofcorporations
like Nike.

Nike has in place

[...]

practices to ensure
compliance with the
university's standards.
Mary Petersen
Anti-Sweatshop Commitee Chair

"Based

on current

the committee

information,

was unanimous

conclusion," Petersen said.
"Nike has in place the internal and
external monitoring, disclosure,
programs and practices to ensure
compliance with the university's
standards relating to employment,

labor, environment and ethics."
Petersen added that the AntiSweatshop Committee has been
monitoring a Nike sub-contractor
plant closure in Honduras in January
2009. The WRC is seeking to have
Nike secure severance pay and back
wages for the workers of the plant.
Seattle U also requires its contractors and sub-contractors to grant the
WRCand FLA access to theirfactories
for inspection.
This new contract, to start this
July, means that Nike products
previously sold in the Connolly
Center and on the Athletics
Web site will only be available in
the bookstore.

in its

New layaway program to

reduce textbook costs
The bookstore s new layaway program will begin May 15, allowing

students to reserve books online at
thetime of the registration process for
the following quarter. No payment or
deposit is required until pickup at the
next quarter. Using the preorder, or
"layaway," program will entitle students to a 10 percent discount on
reserved books. Books must be reserved by Aug. 14 in order to receive
the discount.
"The student will walk away
from the registration process
with an exact copy of what their
books are going to cost them,"
said Bob Spencer, bookstore manager. "They'll have a guarantee that
their books will be ready for them
in September."
This is the first time the bookstore has discounted new textbooks.
According to Spencer, it will put
the bookstore in a more competitive position.
Savings can be measured

with used books as well. Used
books are usually discounted 20
percent

initially.

[Students] have a
guarantee that their
books will be ready for
them in September.
Bob Spencer
Bookstore Manager
Now they will be available at 25
percent off, plus an additional 10
percent if reserved in the layaway

period.
Zachary may be reached at
zdunn@su-spectator.com
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Pell Grants boost tuition aid
Financial aid award for
undeipriviieged students
will increase by $350
Dillon Gilbert
Staff Writer

Though questions still remain
changes to federal financial aid
distribution, Seattle University stu-

over

dents have reason for optimism.
President Obama signed
the Student Aid and Fiscal
Responsibility Act (SAFRA) into
law last month as a supplement
to the Health Care and Education
Reconciliation Act of 2010. The
legislation overhauls the national
student loan program and increases federal funds for the Pell
Grant program, which offers financial aide to students from

underprivileged backgrounds.
SAFRA ends the Federal Family
Education Loan Program (FFELP),
a program that uses banks and other private lenders as middle men in
administering loans backed by the
government in the case a student

lender defaults.
The U.S. Department
of Education will directly

administer all student loans starting
in July.

While this loan reform will not
affect students at Seattle U—the
university does not use FFELP—
new rules for Pell Grants outlined in
SAFRA should provide an increase
in federal funds to some students at
Seattle U. Additionally, Seattle U
students will see a $470,000 increase
provided by the university in student
employment resources next year.
"There will be no new FFELP
loans made after June 30, 2010,"
said Janet Cantelon, director of
Student Financial Services. "This
will not impact Seattle U students
as we are [already] a Direct Loan
school."
Some students, however, will
gain from the federal increase to
Pell Grants.The maximum award is
estimated to increase from $5,550
to $5,900 in the next nine years.
"Our experience is that this
program [Direct Loans] is more
efficient than the FFELP in making loans available to students,"
Cantelon said.
Of the 3,334 Seattle U students who filled out a Free
Application for Federal Student Aid

(FAFSA) in 2009, 1,008 received
Pell Grants.
"The Federal Pell Grant Program
assures the economically disadvantaged student has access to higher
education," Cantelon said. "So it
is an important building block
for students who might otherwise
think that college is unattainable."
Still, the $36 billion the bill
runnels into the Pell Grant program
might make only a small difference
for students facing steep tuition
costs. Seattle U's tuition next year
will be $30,825.
Thanks to the $470,000 allotment for student employment opportunities in the 2010-2011 budget, however, jobs on campus will be
more available, according to officials
in Student Financial Services.
About 40 percent of the money
for new student employment opportunities, or $185,000, will
help create work study positions
at the new Lemieux Library and
McGoldrick Learning Commons
next year. The facility is set to open
in

September.

Specs of the
Capitol Hill Chef wins
national recognition

Jason Stratton,

head chef at

Spinasse, an Italian restaurant
on 1 th Avenue and East Pine
Street Seattle, has been selected as one of 10 Food & Wine
Magazine's Best New Chefs for
2010. Stratton is one of ten
chefs nationwide to win this
honor, Capitol Hill Seattle Blog
reported Tuesday.

Spinasse chef
Jason Stratton
named a 'Best New
Chef of 2010.'
Last year Seattle Magazine
listed Spinasse, which incorporates

Dillon may be reached at
dgilbert@su-spectator.com

Northwest ingredients

into traditional dishes from the
Piedmont region of Northern
Italy, as one of its "10 Best
Restaurants of 2009." Stratton
started cooking at 16 and draws
culinary influence from France,
Spain and Italy.

Washington's 2010 Census
participation above
nationalaverage

Washington state is participating in the 2010 Census at a rate
above the national average, the
U.S. Census Bureau recently announced. Clallam and Jefferson
counties are leading theway with
70 percent participation each.
Thus far, Okanogan and Pend
Oreille counties have the lowest statewide participation, with
having 46 percent of residents

returned forms.
Washington's overall mail-in
participation is 63 percent, the
Associated Press reports, which is
one point above the United States'
average. In the 2000 Census, 72
percent of Washingtonians returned their questionnaires. The
AP also reported Tuesday that
a new Census forms have been
mailed to residences that have
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Department from two to 20
programs and increased student
participation in international
activities. Jones' research lies in
international consumer behavior and global corporate social

responsibility.
She earned her doctorate in
intercultural communications
from Cornell University and has
instructed courses in international marketing and management
for the past 10 years.
The university entered a nationwide search for a an associate
provost

for global

engagement

last October after receiving a $ 1
million dollar anonymous donation designated for globalizing
the campus. This year, $250,000
will go toward global initiatives
and $750,000 will be allotted for
next year.
Jones will preside over Seattle
U's strategic academic initiative
to expand global education. She
said she will take a people-centered approach.
"Global engagement begins
with individuals who are motivated by a shared vision and
inspired by the exponential
possibilities of collaboration,"
Jones told The Commons, an
online news source about Seatde
University's faculty and staff.
"To engage globally, we must
engage personally."

Seattle Children's Hospital
expansion plan approved
The Seattle City Council
approved a plan Monday to
expand the Seattle Children's
Hospital campus on Sandpoint

Way Northeast over the next
two decades.
The hospital's master plan
calls to double the size of the
facility and the number of beds
the hospital offers. Developers
plan to break ground next year
and Children's should see a new
emergency department open
by 2013.
The project —which re-

ceived

support from all council members—will increase
the overall hospital grounds by
six acres.

complete and submit their

first form.

Seattle Children's

Seattle University appoints
first associate provost for
global engagement

Hospital will see a

After a search that spanned
most of the school year, admin-

center open in 2013.

istrators selected Victoria Jones
as the university's first associate
provost for global engagement
last month.
Formerly the associate dean
of international relations in the
College ofBusiness at University
of Texas' San Antonio campus,
Jones comes to Seattle U July 1.
She will head the campaign to
increase global education and
international awareness in the
university community.
As an associate dean at
University of Texas, Jones expanded the InternationalStudies

new emergency

"This is a big win for the
kids of the region," Children's
chiefadministrative officer, Lisa
Brandenburg, told The Seattle
Times Monday. "We are a region
in need of additional inpatient
beds. Just last week we had to
turn away children again because
we were full. We have had that
problem consistently over the
last year."
News tips? Leads?
E-mail news@su-spectator.com.
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public
safety
reports

Telephone Harassment
March 29 8:40 a.m.
An employee reported receiving
multiple unwanted text messages
on a personal cell phone from an
unknown person. The employee
changed her cell phone number
and reported incident with police.
Misc. Incident
March 29 2:40 p.m.

An employee reported a campus
sign on the first level of Broadway
garage was picked up by a strong
gust of wind and hit a parked
vehicle causing minor cosmetic
damage.

Medical Assist
March 30 12:00 p.m.
Public Safety and medics reponded to a report of a con«acted male employee who lost
consciousness while working in
the C-Street kitchen. The employee was evaluated and released to a friend who drove him
to a doctor.
Alcohol Violation
April 3 12:35 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing and
Residence Life responded to a
noise complaint in Campion Hall.
The occupants were identified
and the room was documented
for an alcohol violation.

Malicious Mischief
April 5 6 a.m.
Public Safety observed eight
incidents of graffiti throughout
various areas of campus over
the past 72 hours. The graffiti
was documented and Facilities
was notified to remove it.

For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
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nwrn art
I Frame of Mind
Featuring work created by Seattle University's
Graphic Design II students, the Frame ofMind
gallery grand opening should be a good one.
Aside from live projected animation and a wall
of T-shirt designs, there will be an open bar and
snacks. Free food and drinks! To top it all off,
you can enter to win prizes from Utrecht, Sweet
Iron Waffles, Stumptown, Tellurian Syndicate
and Babeland (oh my). All proceeds from the
raffle go to support Art with Heart, a local nonprofit organization. The opening is at the Vashon
Gallery from 5-8 p.m.

I Jonsi

Public Safety and Housing responded to a burning odor consistent with marijuana. The resident of the room was contacted
and documentedfor alcohol and
marijuana possession.

7

6

4
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MUSIC

Narcotics
March 29 11:45 p.m.

_7

I

In Iceland, 50 percent of people believe in the
possibility that fairies could exist. Ten percent say
that without a doubt, little winged folk are real.
Jonsi, front man of the beloved anthem-producing Icelandic band Sigur Ros not only looks and
dresses like he is a mythical creature he sings
like one too. Jonsi, who recently released his first
solo album "Go" will be serenading crowds at
Showbox SoDo on Friday, and there probably
will be lots of feathers and sparkly shimmering
things floating around in the air as he does so. 8
p.m. Tickets are $27 adv., $31 at the door.
—

rrn

film

|H When You're Strange

Do you ever wonder what Johnny Depp sounds
like when he's not lilting around drunkenly/psychotically talking in a fake British accent? Well
now you can find out (while also learning about
everyone's favorite band, The Doors)! Depp narrates the film, which reveals unseen footage of
the band and seeks to provide new insight on the
impact the group had on America and music.
Seattle will get its first glimpse of the film at
Grand Illusion Cinema. 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. $7
with student ID.

|S¥W|

SHOPPING

I Vintage Guitar Show

Dudes, I just really love guitars. Why? Because
they are pretty awesome. I mean, Rock 'n' Roll
wouldn't be possible without guitars. And Rock
n' Roll is pretty very awesome. Did you know
that Jimi Hendrix played guitar? He's from
Seattle. So awesome. Anyway, like, there's going to be a ton of guitars all in one place on
Sunday, all for sale. And to make it even better,
they are going to be vintage guitars! That means
they are really old and extra awesome. Maybe if
we buy expensive stuff there, people will listen
to our band. Seattle Center Northwest Room.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. $10 admission.

imn

music

I The xx

The xx are a minimalist British rock group that
are getting a lot of hype lately. What's the big
deal? If you listen to their music, there's ton of

negative space! Everyone says it's sooooo innovative and artsy. Well fine. I'll just do the same
thing then.

Now maybe everyone will like

8 p.m.
door.

Showbox Sodo. $19 adv. $21

at

C7TT3

me.

at

the

EXPO

I Business Competition

Albers School of Business will be hosting the
12th annual Business Plan Competition, and
the stakes this year are high. Students will be displaying their business ideas at a trade show-style
fair, as well as pitching them to a panel of judges.
The winner will walk away with a grand prize of
$10,00 dollars. It's like a reality tv gameshow,
except it's happening in front of you! Student
Center 160. 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Free.

|nj3jl

READING

I David

Goodstein

I've made up results for science labs before.
Chances are, so have you. David Goodstein is
out to get us, and he will be talking about it at
Town Hall this Wednesday. A physicist and professor, Goodstein recently wrote "On Fact and
Fraud: Cautionary Tales from the Front Lines
ofScience." Drawing on Goldstein's experience
fact-checking student's lab reports, as well as
instances of scientific fraud in history, the book
looks to answer the question: "What really is
fraud?" Goodstein will be discussing his book
at Town Hall. 7:30 p.m. $5.

BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM

Iniside the suit: Diaries of a semi-pro
Easter bunny/gingerbread man/bear
Kelton Sears
Senior Staff Writer
Unless you have worn a big doofy
animal suit more than five times in
your life, I have worn an animal suit
more times than you. Four out of
the five times I have worn said animal suits, I was paid to do so. Just
an hour ago, I finished up being the
Easter Bunny.
Arguably, this makes me a semiprofessional suit wearer.
I feel like this qualifies me to write
on the topic, which believe it or not
is an interesting one. I hope that with
this blog, I can illuminate what it's
like to be a costumed person, and
prevent you from kicking us in the
crotch, and punching us in the face.
Even though we have the suit on,
it still hurts.
First of all, I would like to speak
about the no-speaking rule. It is sort
of an unwritten code amongst costumedfolk that if you have any kind
of big head on, you aren't allowed to
talk. There are a couple of reasons
for this:
1) If you are talking but your
mouth isn't moving, it's going to
freak kids out.
2) Animals shouldn't be
talking anyway. It would ruin
the illusion.
3) If Mickey Mouse wouldn't
do it at Disneyland, we wouldn't do

it either.

Secondly, the most annoying
thing you can do to a costumed person is ask them "Who's under there!?"
While you may think you are being

semi-hallucinate.
You forget who you are in real
life, and the world begins to seem
very different.

clever, you are not. Everyone knows
we aren't really big animals, so you
aren't impressing anyone by asking
that. But on a deeper level, byasking
this question you are attempting to
get us to break two cardinal rulesthe no-speaking rule, and therule of

hidden-identity.
Would Spider Man go around
telling people he's Peter Parker? No!
Of course not. It would jeopardize
his mission. The same follows for
the Easter Bunny. The only time a
costumed person is allowed to reveal
their identity is if they know the people they are revealing themselves to,
and only do so by whispering death
threats in these acquaintances' ears.
This is the third thing I would like
to talk about.
Despite how fun we may appear
to be having in our suits, we really aren't. We are most likely very
tired from standing around, and
holding our heads at stiff angles to
keep our giant heads from bobbing
around and blocking our vision.
After awhile, a strange thing begins
to happen. Not speaking to anyone, pretending you are an animal,
shaking every moving thing's hand,
you begin to sort of freak out and

Photo courtesy Cheryl

Serio

That's me on the right... sigh.
The only way to keep your
head above water is to occasionally
mess with people. The crowning
achievement of my suit-wearing
career was causing children to have
mini-psychological breakdowns
at a cookie-making station last
Christmas dressed as a Gingerbread
Man. Whenever the children bit into
a Gingerbread Man cookie, I recoiled
in horror, standing as I watched them
eat my brethren.
If you become the victim of any
of these hijinks, please understand we
aren't trying to be malicious, we are

to entertain ourmuch as we are getting
paid to entertain you.
Lastly, but most importantly,
please, please, please don't beat
us up.
As a costumed person, your
means of defense are limited to
shaking your head violently in disapproval, or holding your basket
of candy up as a weak shield. This
gives you an unfair advantage in
battle and is really unethical. Plus,
nobody is impressed if you beat up
a giant rabbit or a gingerbread man;
it's on the same level as beating up
a little girl.
Under the suit, we are usually extremely hot and sweaty, very itchy
(people forget that you have no
access to your own face when you
are wearing someone else's) and
tired from walking around awkwardly to simulate the gait of
various wildlife/mythical characters. Adding to this pain and
discomfort by jostling our hard
plastic heads and smashing our
faces, or punching our groin will
find you poor favor amongst us
costumed people.
The last thing you want is an
army of costumed people upset
with you.

simply trying
selves

as

Kelton may be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com

April 7, 2010
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Campus Voice:
Who would perform
at your ideal
Quadstock?
Kevin Aguilar

Freshman, Civil Engineering
"YouTube stars Gabe Bondoc
and AJ Rafael. If you want to
talk more mainstream, Ne-Yo

Tori Head
Sophomore, Pre-Major

Stephen Koewler
Sophomore, Pre-Major

"The Beatles, Fleetwood Mac
and Sublime."

"I want AC/DC to make their last
U.S. tour stop at Quadstock."

and John Legend."

"We'd probably have Modest Mouse,
Why?, and of course, Ludacris."
Emalie Soderback
Sophomore, Creative Writing/English

Interviews and photos by Matthew Brady
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Across

1. Hindu music
5. French market town
10. Bird of prey
14. Served perfectly
15. External
16. Not new
-17. Hightail it
18. Fend (off)
19. Colombian city
20. Leave of absence
22. Fulcrum for an oar

23. Pisa's river
24. Attention

I

I

9

I

26. Free laces, say
29. Tardiness
33. Orchestra section
34. Funeral fires
35. Loss leader?
36. Church recess
37. Dress style
38. Ollie's partner
39. Make lace
40. Rat surface

41.Coniferous evergreen
forest
42. Passing
44. Sleep disorder

taestcrossword.com

45. Fissure
46. Trail mix
48. Seine spot
51. Means of evasion
55. Grad
56. Vigorous attack
had a hit song with
58. Billy
White Wedding"
59. Centrepiece of the human
face
60. Lofty nest
61. Spoils
62. Bird feed

63. Rise to one's feet
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'

64. Ashtabula's lake
Down

29. Dishonest
30. Kind of kitchen

1. Rabble
2. Legal rights org.
3. Will of "The Waltons"
4. Capital of South Australia
5. Boatswain
6. Money paid
7. D.Day beach
8. Accelerate
9. College sr.'s test
10. Yeastraised coffeecake
11. GolferAoki
12. Narrate
13. Actress McClurg
21. Minerals
22. Very, in Versailles
24. Chili con
(perfectly)
25. To
26. Component of organic fertil-

31. Phase

izer
27. Sherpa's home
28. Outer coat of a seed

32. Capital city ofYemen
34. Factory

37. First Arabic letter
38. Blue gem
40. PitChfork.Shaped fetterS
41. Diamond cover
43. Charged
46. Arrived
47. Seeped
48. Gives a bad review
49. Drug-yielding plant
50. Subterfuge
51. Currency of Turkey, and formerly of Italy
52. Scent
53. Monetary unit of Lesotho
"

54. Additional
-relief
56.
57. Court call
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An overhaul months in the making

Dec. 6, 2009
In a 45-minute closed-door speech
Obama urged Senate Democrats
to "make history" by overhauling
the nation's health-care system. The
Senate bill carries a requirement for
the majority ofAmericans to buy insurance and would cover more than
30 million uninsured citizens over the

Zach Dunn
Staff Writer

Aug. 25, 2009
Massachusetts Senator Ted Kennedy
dies from brain cancer at age 77. The
long-time champion of health-care
reform now leaves a vacant seat in the
Senate, bringing the Democratic supermajority into question.

JUL.

AUG.

SEPT.

July 15, 2009
The Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions voted 13 to 10 to overhaul theAmerican health-care
system. The proposed $600 billion bill would cover 97 percent of Americans, create a government run public option to
compete with insurance companies and prevent insurers from
denying coverage because of pre-existing conditions or past
medical history. The bill would also provide a federal health
insurance subsidy for the uninsured earning up to four times
the federal poverty level.

Oct. 29, 2009
Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi
unveils the legislation that will be
brought to the house floor for a vote.
H.R. 3962, or the "Affordable Healthcare for America Act," would cost less
than $900 billion over ten years.

OCT.

NOV.

Oct. 13, 2009
The Senate Finance Committee
clears a health-care overhaul bill. The
bill would require all Americans to
own health insurance, create healthcare cooperatives rather than a publicly run health insurance option and
not require employers to offer health
coverage.

Nov. 7, 2009
The House passes "Affordable
Health Care for America Act" 220
to 215. The bill seeks to pay for the
reform with new income surtax on
those earning more than $500,000 and
couples earning more than $ 1 million
(the so-called millionaire tax).

Jr\

Starting this year, insurance companies
will no longer be allowed to set lifetime limits on
coverage of beneficiaries who become ill. Nor
•

Ap

will insurers be allowed to drop beneficiaries'
coverage when they get sick. Preventative care
will be provided at no charge, exempting wellness benefits from cost-sharing requirements
such as deductibles and co-pay.
By 2011, insurance companies will be
required to submit justification when requesting
to increase premiums. Companies with unjustified premium increases might not be allowed to

Dec. 2009
States that have s
ed health-care covei
Arizona, California, I
York and Wisconsin) p
the Senate bill, arguin
penalizes them in fav
have done less to exi
the uninsured.

The bni win likeiy cost

$940 billion
during its first decade

The bill will likely
reduce the deficit by

$140 billion
during its first decade

•

participate in state Health Insurance Exchanges.

decade.

DEC.

Quick facts

A timeline for reform

next

The votes

By 2014, annual limits on coverage will
be banned. Coverage of adult children will be
•

expanded to allow young adults under 26 to remain on their parents' plan even if an employer
offers coverage. Customers may not be turned
away for pre-existing conditions.

The uninsured will be fined annually beginning in 2014 with a starting penalty of $695.
•
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Understanding the reform package
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Dec. 24, 2009
The Senate passes its version of a
health-care bill 60 to 39. The Senate
bill has no government-run public
option and plans to pay for reform
with an excise tax on insurers who oflanfer Cadillac plans of at least $21,000
per family.

Feb. 19, 2010

Republican Scott Brown of
Massachusetts wins Ted Kennedys seat
in the Senate breaking the Democrats'
filibuster-proof 60 votes.

JAN.
Dec. 13, 2009
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnel of Kentucky speaks out
against the health-care legislation being debated in the Senate, calling it
a "monstrosity." He opposes parts of
the bill that, he claims, would cut a
half-trillion dollars from Medicare,
raise taxes to subsidize coverage for
uninsured and increase premiums for
everyone else.

bringsconsumer
Bill
protection

increasnew taxes,

have

already expandcoverage (including
rnia, New Jersey, New
nsi)push back against
irgtun hat it unfairly
in favor of states that
to extend benefits to

FEB.

Frances Dinger

March 31,2010
Obama signs the "fixes" bill.

MAR.
March 21,2009
Stricter language on restricting
federal funding of abortions is implemented. The house passes the Senates
reform bill 219 to 212.

March 25, 2009
Following weeks of negotiations between House and Senate
Democrats over what should be
included in the bill, the Senate approved a package of changes (or
"fixes") to health-care reform law
in a 56 to 43 vote. The bill does
not include implementation of an
excise tax on Cadillac health-care
plans until 2018. No republicans
voted for the reconciliation bill.

and coverage for uninsured
Beginning this year, children on their parents' health

Effects of reform on young adults
plans will be allowed to stay under their parents' covAccording to a 2006 survey by the Agency for erage until the age of 26. This extension of coverage
After eight months of deliberation and re-drafting, Health-care Research and Quality, young adults in their will help cover one in three young adults, according to
President Barack Obama signed (with 22 pens) health20s account for 7 percent ofAmericas $ 1 trillion health- White House documents.
care reform into law March 23.
care expenses though they comprise 15 percent of the
The completed bill is more than one thousand pages population. Twenty-seven percent of young adults did The constitutionality of health-care reform
long and the overhaul will cost roughly $940 billion not incur any health-care expenses in 2006.
Attorney generals in 14 states—including
The Christian Science Monitor reported oneduring its first 10 years according to the Congressional
Washington, Florida and Virginia—filed a lawsuit
Budget Office. It is estimated that it could also reduce fourth of Americans between the ages of 19 to 29 against Congress March 23. The lawsuit purports that
the deficit by up to $140 billion over the course of are without health insurance mosdy because of cost the health-care bill violates the Commerce Clause in
the decade.
the Tenth Amendment by requiring all US citizens to
outweighing benefit.
The bill will be funded primarily by new taxes includpurchase health insurance.
The 22-page complaint is intended to move up to
ing a tax on individuals making more than $200,000 or
married couples making more than $250,000 annually.
the Supreme Court though many legal analysts agree
with Democrats that the bill does not violate state
Health insurers will pay $47 billion to the U.S. govern- Americans in their 20s account
ment between 2011 and 2018, and manufacturers of
sovereignty nor does it exceed Congress' authority to
medical devices will pay a 2.9 percent excise tax on sales for 7 percent of the country's
regulate commerce.
A panel offour law professors from University of
beginning in 2013.
The uninsured will benefit most from the bill; $1 trillion health-care expenses.
Washington and Seattle University met March 31 to
health-care will be subsidized or provided for an
discuss the lawsuit.
Seatde U law professor John McKay proposed that
estimated 30 million uninsured citizens, and the
bill put 16 million additional people on Medicaid.
Washington attorney general Rob McKenna joined
Health-care reform seeks to prevent health inthe suit as a political stunt because he is thought
People under existing plans will mosdy be affected
by tighter restrictions on insurance providers. People surance from being an economic burden on young to be a potential Republican candidate for governor
who choose to live without health insurance will be adults—a demographic that is typically healthier than in 2012.
issued a $695 annual fee by the government starting other groups.
The panel agreed that Congress does not appear
The bill will provide tax credits for young adults to be exceeding its power.
in 2014 with some exceptions for the impoverished.
"The power [to pass the health-care bill] comes
This fee will increase by 2016.
making up to $43,000 annually so that they may afReform will ban "gender rating," which has pre- ford health coverage in a state based Health Insurance from at least two different and separate [constitutional] bases," said UW law professor Stewart Jay as
viously caused some health insurance premiums to Exchanges Program that will begin in 2014.
The Exchanges will be viewable online, allowing citibe higher for women, and protect children with
reported by Publicola. "One is the power to tax and
zens to find health insurance within their geographic spend... on general welfare, any national interest.
pre-existing conditions from being denied coverage or dropped from their parents' plans. By 2014, region and compare cost and coverage, giving people The second is the Commerce Clause. The Supreme
insurers cannot deny coverage to any person with access to a variety qf plans. One such plan that will be Court has given Congress the broad authority to
available to citizens under the age of 30 will be the gov- regulate commerce, and health-care is a form of inpre-existing conditions.
ernment run, low-cost "young invincible" option.
terstate commerce."
No health-care plan will berequired to offer abortion coverage.
Young adults who still cannot afford coverage after
J
Some larger provisions of the bill will not take ef- tax credits will qualify for a hardship waiver and not be Frances may be reached at
fect for several years, some as late as 2014 or 2018. required to purchase health insurance.
fdinger@su-spectator.com
Editor
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Exhibit in Hedreen sparks campus discussion
subject through this medium, the
authority of the photographer to
tell the story in this manner and
the lack of action steps presented
at the exhibit.
"This is the sort of event
that you want to plan very carefully. It has to be contextualized
in a very broad dialogue," said
photography professor Claire
Garoutte, who will be lecturing at the teach-in. "I think that
any [art] exhibit that speaks to
social injustice is only a part of
the job."

Their biggest fear
is what will happen
with their children.
Candace Shankel | The Spectator

Sheri Schultz
Arts Patron

"Intended Consequences: Rwandan Children Bom of Rape" features photographs, text and a multimedia slideshow with the translated interviews of the women photographed

suffering from Schultz, an arts patron and wife
AIDS, has only two
of Starbucks CEO Howard
lessons for her chilSchultz who encouraged Seattle
dren: "be friendly, love University to run the exhibit and
one another." Other has also met some of the women in
testimonials describe the attacks the photographs.
as a "slow dehumanizing death."
Though the testimonies someAnselme, a woman also pictured
times indicate resentment toward
in the Kinsey Gallery asks, "Where
the children, this raw honesty is
is God?"
tempered by gentleness. Uwera's
"They're horrific stories," said testimonial reads, "I have mixed
Katrina Herzog, senior photogfeelings: bitterness and happiness" about her life with her chilraphy major. "Although the imare
beautiful
and
ages
stunning, dren, Marguerite's reads, "I am
the exhibit is powerful because of always disappointed and agonizthese stories."
ing, but when I look at my son,
Often graphic, the stories recolit is the only thing that keeps
lect murders ofloved ones and the me going."
brutality ofrape. However, the tesThe complexity of these retimonials displayed are only trunlationships is reflected in the
cated versions oflonger interviews. images themselves: A mother
Indeed, the way in which the imdelicately holds her son's hand;
ages were arranged was a process another sits across the room
that considered the needs of the from her child; another wraps
university, in addition to the needs her arms protectively around
ofthe artist.
her daughter.
"More inspiring stories were
These are stories of violence,
chosen for the exhibit in Kinsey,"
struggle, perseverance, genocide
said Steve Galatro, the operations manager for the Lee Center
who assisted with the design of
the gallery.
Cover

�

,

and politics. Anselme challenges the privileged: "I would be
happy to see the world that ne-

glected us bring these people to
justice." But her call to action
only raises more questions and
more concerns.
"What will you do now that
you have this information?"

Galatro challenged.

The testimonies

sometimes indicate
resentment toward
the children.
Today faculty facilitated a
day-long teach-in on the exhibit,
with more lectures to follow in
the coming months. The teach-in
may also be, in part, a response
to some of the concerns about

Eleven professors are schedto lecture at the teach-in,
coming from many different
backgrounds and disciplines in-

uled

cluding sociology, photography
and English.
"Some are going to talk about
areas of concern and others are
going to talk about opportunities and what this opens up," said
David Powers, dean of the College
ofArts and Sciences. "It's essential
that students recognize that this is
a complex issue."
"Intended Consequences" will
display in 10 locations throughout
the country including Seattle U.
Seventeen photographs will be displayed in the Hedreen Gallery (in
the front of the Lee Center) and
the remaining eight will be in the
Kinsey Gallery (in the Admissions
and Alumni building) until
May 29.

Chelsea may be reached at
cnehler@su-spectator.com

the presentation of the sensitive

quarter
fine arts

events
April 8 to May 7:
'Frame of Mind'
Exhibition ofwork by students
of the Digital Design program,
with raffles benefiting Art with
Heart. Opening reception April
8, 5 p.m., Vachon Gallery.
April 16 and 18:
'The Open Road'
Choirs and chamber music concert,

including

an adaptation

of

Walt Whitmans "Song of the
Open Road." $7 for students,
$18 for general public, $25
for reserved seating. St. Joseph
Church located on 18th Avenue
East and East Aloha Street.

April 30:
String faculty chamber
music recital
Showcase of chamber music
from Seattle University music
faculty. $5 to $12, 7:30 p.m.,

Pigott Auditorium.
May 7:
First annual student

instrumental concerto
competition
Concerto performance competition for the first cohort
of Bachelor of Music students
to earn a scholarship and a
spot as a guest soloist with
Orchestra Seattle. 6 p.m.,

Pigott Auditorium.
May 13 to 23:

'Carthaginians'
An intense yet surprisingly
comedic Irish play set in a graveyard after the Bloody Sunday
killings in Northern Ireland.
Thursday through Sunday,
$6 to $10, Lee Center for
the Arts.
May 20 to June 13:
BFA Photography
exhibition
Exhibition of work by students in the Bachelor of Fine
Arts in Photography program.
Opening reception May 20, 5
p.m., Vachon Gallery.

I think that any art
exhibit that speaks to
social justice is only

a part of the job.

June 3:
Student chamber
music concert
An all-Mozart student recital

Claire Garoutte
Photography Professor
Each woman has a unique
experience, but there are
themes and tragedies that
persist throughout many of
these testimonials.
"Some of them have AIDS
and are dying, but their biggest fear is what will happen
with their children," said Sheri

Spring

of chamber music. $5 to $12,
7:30 p.m., Pigott Auditorium.
June 8:
Jazz band concert
Candace Shankel | The Spectator

"Intended Consequences" is on display in the Hedreen Gallery and Kinsey Gallery on campus. Photos are
accompanied by stories of the women photographed, and those interviews can be read in full online.

The third concert of the year
for the student jazz band. Free,
7:30 p.m., Pigott Auditorium.

April 7, 2010
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STUDENT ARTS

Students' poetry,
visual art, improv
united at 'All
Senses Go'
Collision's return brought
more opportunities for participation from spectators

presidents Colleen Clement and
Trevor Brown.

Dalyce Lazaris
Volunteer Writer

There are a lot of
talented people, but

All senses were aroused in the
Campion Ballroom Thursday in a
kaleidoscope gathering ofmultimedia art. Spectators heard poetry at
one side of the room and mingled
among visual arts displays at another during "All Senses Go," the third
edition of the Collision student art
event put on by ArtsideOut and
Fragments Literary Magazine.
"Seattle University is growing,"
said Laurie Murphy, senior creative
writing major and editor-in-chiefof
Fragments. "The transition to D-I is
great, but if we can go D-I in sports,
why not go D-I in art as well?"
Murphy emceed the show.
She also organized the event with
Fragments art director Maddie
Semet and ArtsideOut co-

some are afraid to
Braden VanDragt

break out of their shells.

-

In organizing the event, the
wanted Collision to come
straight from the artists and to
reflect the variety of student art
and talent at Seattle U. It was
an attempt to create a space in
which varying types of artists
could gather to share, perceive and
discuss art.
"It sounds cheesy, but the point
of Collision is for art to collide,"

Braden VanDragt | The Spectator

Senior Elspeth Walker contemplates Colleen Clement's piece
"I Learned to Walk Early On."

The Spectator

Freshman Madelyn Hamilton sketches sophomore model Larissa Grenschaw at Collision. Also modeling
is junior Brett Pullen.

Anh Nguyen
Sophomore

team

|

Murphy said. "The point is to get
all types of artists together, in the
same room."
In the ballroom, attendees encountered a table set up with a
typewriter functioning as a guest
list, a free-write station, Mad Lib
books and other items. Beyond the
arts displays, two volunteer models
posed for students perched at easel
boards, sketching away. In this way,
Collision defined itself not just as
a performance or a showcase, but
a multimedia gathering of art, its
creators and its admirers.
"The art community at Seattle U
is very strong," said Anh Nguyen,
sophomore English literature major
and member of the Fragments editing staff. "There are a lot oftalented
people, but some are afraid to break
out of their shells. Collision gives
people a chance to do that."
Students work was showcased
at an open mic in the corner and
the adjacent visual arts display,
which included contributions of
social justice-themed art from
Creative Justice. A slideshow on
a projection screen showcased
digital submissions.
"I'm amazed at how many hidden talents there are at our school,"

said Ethan Oddy, freshman international business and Spanish major.
"I'm curious as to why it's hidden.
But I guess that's art."
Though there are other open
mic opportunities around campus,

Collision defined
itself not just as a

performance but a
multimedia gathering.

Consequences," which depicts
women and their children born
from rape in the 1994 genocide
in Rwanda.
"The history of exhibiting black
women's bodies begins as far back
as Sarah Baartman—further, even,"
she said.
Though Collision is not an entirely new event and happened during last year's fall and winter quarters, the some 100 students who
attended throughout the evening
illustrated the growing interest
in establishing an art community
on campus.

many of those events are located
in loud, awkward places such as
the Bistro and the Student Center
Hearth. Attendees at Collision
came of their own volition, able
to gather in their own domain
with fellow student artists and
art supporters.
Some participants chose to use
their medium to speak out on controversial issues. Under her stage
name Queenie, Shannon Rucker,
senior creative writing major, expressed in poetry a passionate
sentiment against the Hedreen
Gallery's new exhibit, "Intended

New to this quarter's Collision
was a performance from Broadway
Rejects, the campus improv team.
Also among the performances were
student bands including Painted
Horses, a folk and Americanaoriented group, and Halcyon Daze,
a student dance music collaboration
that got the crowd on its feet and
dancing to what they called their
"Scheme-alicious" mixing.

Dalyce may be reached at
lazarisd@seattleu.edu
Editor's note: Trevor Brown, co-president of
ArtsideOut, is a designer for The Spectator
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Hedreen curator leaving to focus on other projects
Yoko Ott brought a
site-specific approach to
on-campus gallery
Jennifer Williams

Staff Writer
After a year spent reshaping and rethinking the Hedreen
Gallery in the Lee Center for
the Arts, curator Yoko Ott is
concluding her time at Seattle
University to focus on her position as director ofOpen Satellite

Bellevue.
Ott, who started working in
the Hedreen Gallery January

in

2009, chose to focus on the
space's unique characteristics
when curating.
The Hedreen Gallery also
serves as a theater lobby and

storefront and its windows
take up the entire eastern wall.
Although it brings in light and
curious glances from passersby,
it also uses up wall space that
would otherwise be used for
hanging artwork.
"We've been lucky to have
who embrace the space
for all of its functions and all of
its quirks," said Steve Galatro,
operations manager for the Fine
Arts Department. Galatro first
met Ott two years ago when the
visual arts program was looking
for a new curator. He remembers
the faculty was especially taken
by her conceptual ideas for the
young gallery, which opened
in 2006.
"What I really like about the
gallery is the quasi-curtain wall,
having this odd space that feels
curators

simultaneously private and public," Ott said. "Every exhibit I
did had in mind this window, to
think about how the public and
the audience are much bigger
than those who just come in."

pedestrians and those driving by
to witness exhibitions, drawing
in audiences that might not otherwise enter the space. And the
fact that the windows face away
from campus is a symbolic link
between Seattle U and the rest of

the community.
The windows also allowed
individuals to view the exhibiaudience are much
tions after the gallery had closed,
providing an alternate setting to
bigger than those
appreciate the work.
"I could really play a lot with
who just come in.
hours that the gallery is closed;
a few exhibitions were about the
Yoko Ott hours between 6 p.m. and openCurator, Hedreen Gallery ing," Ott said. "How do you create something visually interesting
and has energy that can carry over
Ott saw the windows as an when it's closed?"
opportunity to broaden the reach
Overcoming and making the
of the gallery. The windows allow most of such challenges is why

The public and the

Ott loves working as a curator.
"For me, personally, I am
very interested in the connection
of artwork to the audience," she
said. "It's fun to watch people experience the work."
Since September 2009, Ott
has been the director for Open
Satellite in Bellevue. The exhibition hall has a residency program
that allows Ott to work directly
with the artists. The next exhibit, which was curated by Eric
Fredericksen, opens April 27 and
features United Kingdom artists
Heather and Ivan Morison.
The new curator for the
Hedreen Gallery will be announced by the end of April.

Jennifer may be reached at
jwilliams@su-spectator.com
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Boyz bring heat to barista battle of the sexes
Sam Kettering

showcase their masculine side, Trousers
Tuesdays are more practical, Your Choice
Wednesdays will find the boyz outfitting themselves in a customer-suggested
theme, Greaser Thursdays are a nod to the
'50s, and Fireman Fridays, bringing a new

Volunteer Writer
Barista Boyz officially became
Seattle's first topless coffee stand
March 21, located conveniently across
the street from the northern edge of
Seattle University.
Barista Boyz draws obvious parallels to Puget Sound's "bikini barista"
stands, which include Chick a Latte
and Cowgirls Espresso. Bikini barista
stands have drawn censure from some
for using scantily clad young women to
boost profits.
Barista Boyz proves that both sexes can
be objectified in order to give a business
an edge on its competition. In fact, Barista
Boyz could possibly be considered more
wholesome because, unlike bikini barista
stands, the boyz keep their pants on.
In order to keep the small red stand
appropriate for all ages, the boyz also keep
their shirts on until Seattle Academy of
Arts and Sciences, across the street, lets
out for the day at 3:30 p.m. School-free
Saturdays allow them to bare their abs all

day long.
the novelty of half-naked hunks
white
mochas loses its charm for
brewing
the Capitol Hill crowd, Barista Boyz also
features a dress-up theme for each day of
the week.
Macho Mondays allow the boyz to

In

case

meaning

to

TGIF,

seem to

fulfill a classic

fantasy. Saturdays give the boyz a chance
flex their creative muscles and come
up with their own theme. Last Saturday,
for example, was Business Casual—the
barista wore a jaunty striped tie around
his neck.
Aside from being abdominally gifted, the baristas of Barista Boyz are also
friendly and conversational. They'll remake drinks upon request, and they're
very willing to answer questions from
curious passersby. The menu includes an
assortment of hot and cold drink items
(including delicious apple ciders) as well
as 100 percent kosher hot dogs. The drinks
aren't as unique as the concept of topless baristas, but they're still well worth
the experience.
Best of all, Barista Boyz's prices are reasonable, meaning you can pay a visit to
the coffee stand without putting a serious
dent in your wallet. It may offer only half
the clothing, but Barista Boyz packs in
the full deal.
to

Sam may be reached at
ketterin@seattleu.edu

Mary

K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

Just behind campus on Madison Avenue, Barista Boyz became Seattle's first topless coffee
stand in March. On weekdays they can't shed their shirts until after Seattle Academy is done
with classes, but Saturdays are an abs display all day.

Vegan bistro offers impeccable fare, high prices
Plum Bistro boasts winning

sangrias and vegan plates from
Puerto Rican to Thai
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
Plum Bistro gets almost everything right.
The nook of a restaurant has a loveably
quaint and informal atmosphere, its "100
percent vegan and organic" fare is delicious
and filling, and its drinks (both alcoholic
and otherwise) are superb. But its name is
all wrong. The restaurant should be called
The Onion.
Almost every lunch and dinner entree
offered up by the shop features onions as a
key ingredient, so if you don't have a taste
for the underground bulbs, you'll probably
want to avoid a morning or evening visit
to Plum.
But that doesn't mean you should avoid
the shop altogether. Its brunch menu is almost completely onion-free, and features
items ranging from vegan maize and blue
corn pancakes to traditional Puerto Rican
mofongo (a plantain-based dish) and

Panamanian-style polenta.

The Fresh Maize Pancakes

taste as filling and
comforting as mom's
homecooked short stack.
For those without adventurous appetites, the Fresh Maize Pancakes are a great
go-to dish. For $12, you get a four-cake

stack of maize pancakes that come topped
with ground tofu, avocado and fire-roasted
tomato salsa. The dish tastes as filling and
comforting as mom's home-cooked short
stack, without the artery-clogging mound
of maple syrup to go along with it.
The maize cakes go well with a glass

of Plum's signature sangria, which blends
red wine, plum, grape and orange into a
dangerously tasty and intoxicating beverage. It's an $8. investment, but it packs
the kick of three $4 wells, so you'll
come out ahead and slightly tipsy with
every purchase.

Given the restaurant's
atypical menu, it's

not meant to be an
everyday eating locale.
For those without an aversion to onion, Plum's lunch and dinner menus are
even more intriguing than their brunch
selection. For the American palate, Plum
offers BBQ Po Boys topped with seitan
(wheat gluten), pickled onions and lettuce on a crunchy French roll and served
alongside "garlicky yam fries." And for
those looking for a culinary trip overseas, the restaurant offers Spicy Red Thai
Tempeh, served over steamed jasmine rice
and garnished with sauteed eggplant and
green beans.
The biggest thing to keep in mind before
dining at Plum is the size of your wallet.
The eatery doesn't charge downtown fourstar restaurant prices for its food, but with
most entrees ranging from $12 to $18, it's
not a great place to go the week rent check
is due.
But given the restaurant's atypical menu,
it's not meant to be an everyday eating locale. Plum is a great place for a first date,
an anniversary, a meal on the parents' tab.
Its cuisine should not be taken for granted; Plum's plates deserve to be savored
and appreciated.
Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com

CandaceShankel | The

Spectator

Puerto Rican mofongo (smashed up green plantains) with salsa and tofu is an example
of Plum Bistro's vegan menu.

FASHION

Edgy fashions bring Wonderland to SU
Fashion Club's annual
show raised money for
Dress for Success
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer

Although Seattle University's
Lee Center for the Arts may not
be among the ranks of London,
Paris and Milan when it comes
to fashion, it came one step
closer with the Fashion Club's
third annual Fashion Show
"On My Block: We're All Mad
Here," shown to a sold-out,
standing room only audience

April 1.
Though

some might think
social justice and fashions have
little in common, the show
also brought these two themes
together, with all $1861 in
proceeds going to Dress for
Success, an international nonprofit agency that donates professional dress clothes to lowincome women to help them
succeed in finding and holding
steady employment.

The runway held
props that models

interacted with
+uiroughout the

show.
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The Industry, Neodandi,
Horseshoe, Strut and other local stores. Although the theme
of the evening was inspired by
"Alice in Wonderland," designers did not adhere strictly to
that theme but presented their
own designs.
The fashions reflected the
spring lines of the designers, and
each designer was given their own
scene in which to showcase their
clothes. Designs from Horseshoe
focused on floral prints, summery cuts and whites mixedwith
light pastel colors. The Industry
featured menswear designs with
a variety of patterns and fabrics.
Suzabelle featured more clean,
classic lines with solid bold colors
and stripes prominent in many
of their designs. Strut's designs
focused on shape and cut, and
Neodandi presented a cohesive
collection of suits, skirts, and
blouses all with unique details,
such as script writing, repeated
in all outfits.
While all scenes had standouts, the finale featuring designs
from Neodandi presented the
most unified collection, with the
pieces focusing on classic styles
redesigned in new ways; elements
of ruching (a way of gathering
fabric around a seam to) and
tearing provided a twist to more
traditional looks.
The theme was mainly
shown in the runway itself, a
square set-up rather than the

"Fashion can help people and
make a difference," said Fashion
Club president and founder
Sarah Butler, senior visual arts
and humanities major.
The show was the culminating event of the year for Fashion
Club, which relied entirely on
its student members divided
into various committees within
the club to organize the show
and oversee production. The
choice ofclothes modeled in the
show hinged on the support of
local stores and designers, who
donated everything that was
shown, as modeled by Seattle
U students.
The designers contributing to
this year's show include Suzabelle,

business management major,
provided music. Each helped
create an

extremely professional

and well-executed backdrop to
the fashions and set, making
it feel more like a professional
runway show.

Neodandi presented
classic styles

redesigned in

new ways.
The theme was even carried out in the catering of the
event: "Alice" themed food was
served to guests after the event.
The "On My Block" aspect of
the show was a way to involve

everyone in the community in
Seattle fashion and share the
club's connection to fashion with
others in the community, according to Sarah Buder. This included
bags provided to VIP guests with
products from companies around
the city.
Butler notes that after the
first two years of adjusting and
planning how to better execute the show, this was their
"best year yet," where all the
elements of the show came together and proceeds totaling
$600 more than last year. Now
that the show is over, the club
will continue to meet to discuss
plans for the rest of the year, although nothing major has yet
been determined.

Olivia may be reached at
ojohnson@su-spectator.com

Local businesses
new and leaving
Sam Kettering
Volunteer Writer
OPENING: Everyday Music,
1523 10th Ave.
Everyday Music reopened at its
10th Avenue location March
23, leaving behind Broadway's
iconic Jimi Hendrix statue. The
new space is smaller, but it does
boast an upstairs area for its diverse collection of records where
the "Twilight" soundtrack can
be found alongside Hendrix's
"Are You Experienced?" Everyday
Music's new location is cozy,
and the wooden steps leading
to its entrance give shoppers
the sensation of stepping into a
new

pine-scented nook.
OPENING: Elliott Bay Book
Co., 1521 10th Ave.
The Elliott Bay Book Company
opens April 15 next door to
Everyday Music. The independent
bookstore will feature the same
cedar shelves as its old, legendary
Pioneer Square location, and high
ceiling beams will give the new
space a touch of the old library elegance that made the original store
so inviting. The store will host an
opening celebration from 4 p.m.
to 7 p.m. April 15.
CLOSING: Snowmonkey's
House of Monsters, 1205 E.
Pike St.
Snowmonkey's, the quaint
monster-themed toy store accessible through Bluebird Homemade
Ice Cream, will close its doors April
8. Snowmonkey's opened last summer and had a knack for featuring
colorful artists likeTomoko Briggs
and the worksof many youth artists.
Through April 6, Snowmonkey's
is showcasing their final show
of Chris Tiemeyer's work, a series of eerie sculptures that seem
at odds with the store's overall
cute vibe.

typical long rectangular runway holding props that models
interacted with throughout the
show, such as a chair and table
reminiscent of the tea party
scene from the story. In various
scenes, models would sit and
pose in the chair, framed by a
backdrop of colorful and unique
flowers and other assorted props.
While the theme did not require
designers to adhere strictly to
designs inspired by the book, it
gave them a way to showcase the
creativity and fun of designing
new lines.
Hannah Reid, sophomore
fine arts and sociology major,
oversaw lighting for the show
and Joey Butler, sophomore

15

Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator

Sam may be reached at
ketterin@seattleu.edu

Sophomore Jordan Myles models in Fashion Club's annual show.
Unlike a traditional runway, this show used sets and props.

This week's new releases in lit, music and film
Sam Kettering

Spokane. "The Walk" is available

Volunteer Writer

now

from Simon & Schuster.

BOOK: The Walk'by
Richard Paul Evans
Lately, life has been brutal to
Alan Christoffersen. His beloved
wife is dead. His business partner
ousted him from their company.
When his house goes into foreclosure, Alan decides to set off
from Bellevue, Wash, and walk
until he reaches Key West, Fla.
Evans intends to chronicle Alan's
cross-country trek in a series of
five novels, releasing a new book
in the series each year, but "The
Walk" bears a special connection
to

Washingtonians. The story's

main setting is the Evergreen State,
with scenes in Bellevue, Seattle and

gßp,. Jf"
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though some artists (like Myles couple suffering from chronic
MUSIC: 'Slash' by Slash
The self-titled solo debut of Kennedy on "Starlight," one of monotony. "They decide to enjoy a
romantic night on the town, hopSlash, former guitarist of Guns the album's stronger tracks) ofN' Roses, could have easily been a fer Slash more room to show off. ing that trying something differtrain wreck given its questionable The album is available now from ent will spice up their lives. Their

list ofguest artists singing over top
ofSlash's riffing on the guitar. The
album bounces from "Crucify the
Dead," a warbling number featuring Ozzy Osbourne, to "Beautiful

first adventurous act is to steal another couple's dinner reservation,
but soon they're mistaken for the
couple whose reservations they
stole—by a pair of money-seeking
thugs. Taxi stunts, a shirtless Mark
Wahlberg and several awkwardly
long kisses ensue as Phil and Claire
scramble to stay alive. Common,
James Franco and Mila Kunis
co-star in this light but enjoyable
comedy. "Date Night" hits theaters
April 10.

EMI Records.

Dangerous," a throbbing pop-rock
track featuring Fergie. Maroon

Via

www.deseretbook.com

5 frontman Adam Levine sings
"Gotten" in his trademark quasifalsetto while Kid Rock contributes the track "I Hold On." Slash's
strong guitar accompaniments
are what ultimately unite the album and make it a worthwhile
listen. None of the collaborators
manage to overshadow the legendary guitarist in his element,

Via

www.slashworld.com

FILM: 'Date Night'
Phil (Steve Carell) and Claire
Foster (Tina Fey) are a married

Sam may be reached at
ketterin@seattleu.edu
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Sponsorships for Seattle U grow with D-l
Adam Johnson
Volunteer Writer

A basketball season that soared
beyond expectations on the court
has brought corporate attention to
an emerging athletic program. After
a solid first year finishing 17-14, the
Seattle University men's basketball
team and Seattle U Athletics are
gaining support around the greater
Seattle area.

Seattle U is working
with Microsoft to
be the headlining
sponsor of Athletics.
The switch from Division II
at the Connolly Center to
Division I at KeyArena has boosted community awareness of the
program. The men's home games
are helping to revive business in
lower Queen Anne and the Seattle
Center. Since the departure of the
Sonics, the lower Queen Anne area
and the Seattle Center have missed
the presence of nearly 8,000 fans
per game night.
"When the Sonics left there was
a hole," said Bill Hogan, director
ofAthletics.
Seattle U's move to Key Arena
looks promising in patching up

play

that hole. The success of the basketball program and the revival of
the business community are largely
attributed to the corporate sponsors
Seattle U Athletics has acquired.
Local companies such as BECU
and Seattle Children's Hospital are
premier sponsors.
Local bars and restaurants
like T.S. McHugh's, Kells Irish
Restaurant and Pub and Paddy
Coyne's Irish Pubs are contributing
to the basketball program to help
bring fans back. But according to
Hogan, these Seattle-area sponsors are

contributing

to

something

greater than just business; they are
contributing to their community.
"By going back [to KeyArena]

establishing a really good
community around there,"

we are

he said.
T.S. McHugh's has become the
pre- and post-game spot for Seattle
U basketball games. The business
offers discounted food and free beer
to students and fans. T.S. McHugh's
also features an exclusive Redhawk
Red Ale, a Seattle U-themed
beer brewed by Mendocino
Brewing Company.
Trade-out deals with USTravel
provide Seattle U Athletics with
airfare and accommodation. In return for on-court ticket sales promotions, The U.S. Senior Open, a
major professional golf tournament
which will be hosted at Sahalee
Country Club in Sammamish will
provide Seattle U with a hospitality

Clara Ganey

|

The Spectator

The Swedish Medical Center is one ofSeattle University's 12 primary sponsors.
this summer to entertain prospective sponsors. These trade-out
deals are easing the burden on
Athletics budget. The sponsors are
also making an impact on campus,
according to Athletics.
"Sponsorships allow us resources to promote student involvement
in Athletics," said Josh Cooprider,
assistant athletic director for
Marketing and External Affairs.
Students are benefiting from
these sponsorships as well with
tent

discounts

at businesses like the
Experience Music Project, Dick's

and Brown Bear Carwash.
Seattle U is working with
Microsoft to be the headlining
sponsor of Athletics. The deal with
Microsoft is estimated to be three
times more than a contract with
any current sponsor.
"Microsoft as a sponsor will allowfor Athletics to become interactive, whether it's at the game or on
campus," Cooprider said.

Microsoft's sponsorship would
give Athletics a technological advantage with such products as
Xbox and touch-screen surface
technology around campus and
at Key Arena.
Seattle U is also working on acquiring television and media sponsors to increase visibility around
the community.
Adam may be reached at
johnsll3@seattleu.edu

Key soccer alumnus to be inducted to Hall of Fame
Cover

�

Green

River

Community College

south of Seattle prior
coming to Seattle U.
"I spent the first year just trying to
enjoy the experience."
It wasn't long before Allen
became the top player on the
team. Before he knew it he was
helping draft other players to
the university.
"Tim was instrumental in the
program at SU," said Jim Peterson,
Allen's long-time friend and former
teammate. "He is the number one
reason I went to Seattle University.
He drafted me and a lot of other
players and he was a certainly
a force to be reckoned with on
the field."
to

Allen strives to be as
involved as his time will
allow with the soccer
alumni at the university.
Though Allen ended his Seattle
career by opting not to
graduate—he instead took over a

U

soccer

painting business from his former
employer—he didn't stop playing
the game.
Allen was drafted by the Seattle

Matthew Brady

|
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Allen was key in bringing soccer players to Seatle U in the 19705.
Sounders of the North American
Soccer League in 1976 and made
it through the whole pre-season before an ankle injury hurt his game
and cut him from the team. While
his injuries stopped him from
playing professionally, Allen was
still able to win several National
Championship Cups in various
amateur

leagues.

"It was a huge thing for me to be
able to play for the national championship teams," Allen said.
Both Allen brothers were featured on the cover of the' magazine
"Soccer America" after their 1985
national championship win.
"Tim scored the winning goal
and the picture was of us right after
that moment. I have it framed and

up on my wall," Steve Allen said of
their moment of fame.
After their years of championship teams the brothers continued
to play for club teams and as Steve
put it, "played until we couldn't

play anymore."
Allen now coaches soccer

in his
spare time and strives to be as involved as his time will allow with the
soccer alumni at the university.
"My time at [SU] was important
and as I get older this honor grows,"
Allen said of his Hall of Fame invitation. "It's a big deal to me and
I have car loads of family coming
up to the banquet."

Aubrey may be reached at
aeyre@su-spectator.com
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D-I season rallies lady Hawks
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer

In their first full season of
Division I play, the Seattle
University women's basketball
team wrapped up with a 7-24 record, leaving ample room for improvement in upcoming seasons.
The team suffered an early
set back with the academic ineligibility of three of its strongest
starting players, senior Mercedes
Alexander, junior Breanna Salley
and sophomore Elle Kerfoot.
Kerfoot was later found to have
not committed any violation and
was able to return after sitting out
for 10 games.
Seattle U self-reported the academic infractions to the NCAA,
along with two minor violations,
last October. All of theviolations
occurred under former women's
basketball coach Dan Kriley, who
was fired July 1,2009.
In an effort to overcome this
challenge, remaining eligible
players stepped up to fill in starting and leadership positions.
"I had to ask them to be in a
role they've never been in before,"
said Joan Bonvicini, head coach
of the women's basketball team.

Even with a challenging situation, many of the players made
huge improvements over the
season. Ashley Brown, senior
forward, went from an average
of two points per game to an average of 13. She was also selected
for the All-Independent Team
and Longwood All-Tournament
Team. Tatiana Heck, junior forward/center, went from scoring
four points on average per game
to being the second leading scorer. She also was selected for the
All-Independent Team. Cassidy
Murillo, senior guard, stepped up
and improved in leadership.

Recruiting is
underway with

seven new players
already signed.
Next season's schedule
looks more promising for the
Redhawks, with a list of teams
who are ranked similarly to Seattle
U, according to Bonvicini.
The Redhawks will see three

season
Heck, sophomore guard Ellie
Kerfoot and sophomore forward
starters returning next

—

Maggie McCarthy. Recruiting is
also underway, with seven new

players already signed.
Spring training has also begun, with the team working out a
minimum of four days a week.
While the record for this
isn't what the team or
Bonvicini had in mind, she remains proud of the Redhawk's
hard work and dedication.
"They stayed focused and
stayed as a team,"Bonvicini said.
"The hardest thing is knowing
how hard they worked and improved, and not having it show
in the win column. But they
never sulked."
Next season, Bonvicini's short
term goal is for the Redhawks to
stay together as a team and stay
strong. She also plans on making the team quicker and taller
overall. She hopes to have more
games at Key Arena next season.
"It'll be more exciting and fun
to watch," Bonvicini said. "It'll be
much more successful."
season

Kat may be reached at
acatlert@su-spectator.com
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Seattle U hosts
College Kicks soccer
clinic for local lowincome youth
Taylor Olson
Sports Editor
Seattle University soccer

players and current students are
playing host to local nonprofit
after-school program America
SCORES Seattle for a soccer
clinic and question and answer
session April 7.
Almost 200 third, fourth
and fifth grade students from
local elementary schools will
visit the Seattle U campus for
College Kicks, an event that
aims to inspire students to pursue
higher education.
The basic criteria for students
to participate in the America
SCORES Seattle program is that
they come from an elementary
school in which at least 70 percent of students are on free or
reduced price lunch programs.

Kelley hopes College
Kicks will open the
eyes of students to

AMERICA

SCORES
"The mission of the program
is to make them feel empowered and that they can make a
difference in their community,"
Kelley said.
Kelley said the students
that participate in the America
SCORES Seattle program often tend to become leaders in
their schools.
"Seattle University is a natural

match for us," Kelley said.
The College Kicks program has
been hosted at Seatde U before because of its location in the Central
District and its close proximity to
Bailey Gatzert School, one of the

elementary schools participating
their program.
new opportunities.
For many of the students participating in College Kicks, it will
be their first time interacting with
"We don't like to dwell on college students or even their first
the fact that they are low-income time on a college campus.
The students will be sepastudents," said Carole Kelley,
of
rated
director
America
into groups and will rotate
executive
SCORES Seattle.
through running drills with the
Instead, the program looks to soccer players, touring the camprovide an opportunity for stu- pus and participating in a quesdents to participate in an aftertion and answer session with curschool activity since this sort of rent students.
option is limited in elementary
schools in general already.
Kelley said the number of el- The mission of
ementary schools that meet this
criterion is high in the Seattle
the program is to
School District. She noted one
school participating in the promake them feel
98
their
stuhas
of
gram
percent
empowered...
dents on such lunch programs.
Students are selected to parCarole Kelley
ticipate in the program by a
Executive Director
committee of teachers at their
school, based on which students
will gain the most out of the pro"It will give them the chance
gram. At some schools there are
to see that these are people just
waiting lists for students to participate in the America SCORES like them that are going to school
Seattle program.
and that they can do this too,"
The 10-week program takes Kelley said.
Kelley said College Kicks is
place twice during the school
year; in the fall and spring. her favorite event of the year.
"This event really captures the
Teachers at the schools oversee
the after-school programs, and essence ofwhat America SCORES
transportation home is provided Seattle is all about," Kelley said.
She hopes College Kicks will
for the students at the end ofeach
day. Two days of each week are open the eyes of these students to
devoted to writing workshops, opportunities they hadn't considered before and will be a meantwo to soccer practice and each
Friday is a game day.
ingful experience for all students
In the spring, the focus of who participate.
the program is poetry and in the
fall the students work on service Taylor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
learning projects.
in

Clara Ganey

|
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The Seattle University softball team went undefeated April 3 against Simon Fraser University and
the University of South Dakota. The Redhawks defeated Simon Fraser 7-1 in six innings and ended
with a scoreless tie against South Dakota. Seattle U improved theirrecord to 4-22-1 on the year.
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EDITORIALS

Nike's ethics still in
need of questioning
In the coming weeks, Seattle University will sign a contract with Nike, making the Seattle U bookstore the exclusive provider of Nike products on campus.

Nike products were previously kept out of the bookstore
as part of the sweatshop-free policy. While Nike has made
great strides in the past few years to cease the use of sweatshop
labor and change its ethics policies, the university should
continue to act as a watchdog for ethics and human rights.
Nike was named one of the world's most ethical businesses by the Ethisphere Institute, a think-tank that researches
ethical business practices and corporate social responsibility,
because of the company's demonstration of "ethical leadership," corporate governance, corporate citizenship and responsibility and other criteria.
However, in Jan. 2009, Nike failed to pay workers $2.6
million in severance pay and other wages after two factories
closed in Honduras. Nike failed to provide information on
the incident requested by University of Washington president Mark Emmert, who sent a letter to Nike Dec. 23, 2009,
asking them to provide information on the workers' complaints as well as on Nike's perspective. Emmert is due to
meet with Nike sometime this month when he will decide
if UW will take action on the issue.
While the issue of unpaid wages is not exclusive to sweatshops, Seattle U and the Anti-Sweatshop Committee should
remain aware of these issues. It is concerning that Nike has
failed to remedy a situation that arose more than one year
ago, especially considering that the dispute surrounds less
than $3 million in a company whose revenue reached $ 18.6
billion in 2008.
While this dispute might not indicate Nike's return to the
use of sweatshops, practices like these are still unethical and
contrary to the values of this Jesuit institution.
But with Nike providing spirit gear, maybe we will finally
get a uniform Redhawk red on campus merchandise.

Bottled water has no
place at Seattle U
Unfortunately, the Ban the Bottle campaign is now in its
third year of attempting to live up to its namesake and succeeding at banning bottled water from Seattle University.
At a school that prides itself on social justice and empowered student leadership, the long and unsuccessful lifespan
of Ban the Bottle is illogical. Our sister school Gonzaga
University has been sans bottled water for years, and yet it
seems like every effort taken by the Seattle U student body
to oust bottled water from campus always comes up short.
The students fronting the campaign have annually faced
outside challenges: a long-standing contract with Pepsi (the
suppliers of Aquafina), a lack of administrative support and
a requirement that students are educated about the issue.
This year that all can change.
The university's contract with Pepsi goes up for renewal
at the end of the school year, and a recent resolution made
by ASSU coupled with a student-supported petition has
provided the campaign with everything it needs to gain
administrative support for banning the bottle. Facilities has
been upgrading water fountains around campus to support
refilling reusable water bottles. And Bon Appetit is now
selling metal water bottles to encourage reuse.
If the bottle is not banned in coordination with the Pepsi
contract renewal,

it will be another

two

years at least before

Seattle U rids itself of this wasteful practice.
Now is the time to get energy behind this campaign and
make a change. Students—who are active composters, recyclers and generally environmentally aware already—don't
need to be told anymore how silly bottled water is. Now
is the time to remove Seattle U's several hundred plastic
bottles of water sold every week on campus from the 50
billion bottles consumed in the U.S. each year.
Now is the perfect time for Seattle University to take
action and ban the bottle. Enough with the bureaucracy.
Seattle U has strived for the last decade to continually reduce its environmental impact, and banning bottled water
would only further that goal.
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UWire—Regardless of your
political stance or opinion on the
Health Care Reform Bill signed
into law by President Barack
Obama, part of the bill will have
a large impact on many students.
This overshadowed part of the
bill, the education portion, is restructuring the way the government
will be handling student loans.
Notice the key word there:
government.

No longer will private financial
institutions receive the $61 billion subsidy through the Federal

Family Education Loan Program
to hand out private loans. Instead,
the Student Aid and Fiscal
Responsibilities Act will provide
lower-interest loans to students
directly from the government
through the universities' financial
aid offices.
Taking out private loans to pay
for your education and expenses
may seem nice and convenient
now. But, by the time graduation
rolls around and you're forced to
pay them back, the interest will accrue and you'll be swimming in a
sea of debt.
The Obama administration
is trying to lessen this burden on

college students and should be applauded for their effort.
Government loans for students
have a considerably lower, fixed
interest rate, whereas private loan
companies can have sky-high, con-

stantly changing rates.
Because of the government's
eliminationofFFEL, the Pell Grant
will increase from $5,350 to $5,500
for the next two years. After that, it
will be adjusted based on inflation
and the cost of living, which only
makes sense. As prices continue to
climb, the cost of college is no exception, so any way an education
can be made more affordable can't
be a bad thing.

In addition to increased Pell
Grants, the bill will cap loan repayments at 10 percent of the
borrower's income after June 30,
2014, as opposed to the current 15
percent. The bill will also allow the
government to forgive a borrower's
debt after 20 years, down from 25,
if payments are kept up.
"This is (the) right thing financially," U.S. Secretary ofEducation
Arne Duncan said in a news release. "This is the right thing economically. This is the right thing

educationally."
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors. Letters will also be published on su-spectator.com/opinion.
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The great iPad debate:
Another
first with

Hold off on
flashy first
generation
iPad

Apple's

iPad
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THE
TEN
Names worse
than iPad
WiiPad

I111

iPoop
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor

Reading the news and
even checking your

e-mail become an
entirely new experience.
After spending some time thinking about these questions and actually using an iPad last weekend, I
came to the conclusion that Apple
made the right call with the way
they implemented their new device.
A full Mac OS tablet just wouldn't
have been able to create the seamless user experience they achieve
with the iPad, and there are good
reasons for making the decisions
they did.
Firstly, full desktop environments are entirely unsuited for
touch interfaces. There are a slew
ofWindows tablets, and there have
been for years, they just haven't

w

Editor-in-Chief
because Windows (and
OSX) are designed to be used with
a mouse. You can be much more
precise with a cursor and pointer,
and small menus and smaller buttons would be a pain to press accurately with your finger. While the
concept of Photoshop on a tablet
sounds awesome in theory, in practice the interface is too complex to
be able to use with fingers.

caught

A few days before Apples iPad
announcement in January, I wrote
an opinion in this space about what
I thought the Apple tablet should
be. I wanted it to run a full version
of OSX. I wanted to be able to do
creative tasks, like video editing, on
it. Essentially, I wanted it to replace
my laptop.
Then the announcement came,
and along with it inevitable disappointment. The super-hyped Jesus
tablet didn't seem to be anything
special at all; it was essentially a
huge iPod touch, a walled-in device that couldn't play Flash videos,
run more than one app at a time, or
install non-Apple approved apps.
Who would buy this thing?
What use did it have? What
use do people have for a tablet
computer if it's essentially just a
big smartphone?

mm

Joshua Lynch
on

There are a slew of
Windows tablets, they
just haven't caught on.
Apple already had a perfectly
good touch-screen operating system for their iPhone, so it makes
sense that they would just use that
for the iPad. While there are some

things they could add to really
make it shine (multitasking comes
to mind), for now the iPad OS
works great.
The iPad is a pleasure to use.
While it may be just a big iPod
touch, the size of the machine
makes it entirely different experience. Reading the news, watching
a TV show, browsing the Web and
even checking your e-mail become
an entirely new experience. While
the iPad may not do as much as a
laptop, the things it does do it really excels at.
Even though it may not look
as good as a comparably priced
laptop or the HP Slate, you know
that the folks at Apple have toiled

away for years ensuring your experience with the iPad will be as perfect as possible, and they've pretty

much succeeded.

Angelo may be reached at
webmaster@su-specator.com

Steve Jobs called his company's
iPad incredible, wonderful, amazing, beautiful, remarkable, unbeatable, way better than any laptop
and a wholeslew ofother adjectives
when it was unveiled Jan. 27.
True, tablet computing is the
future of personal computing,
delivering a new level of portability and connection to users. But
Apple's iPad, released April 3, is
only the beginning of a revolution that Apple is only leading by
releasing an inferior product first.
The iPad delivers e-mail, apps,
video and photo capabilities in a
typically stunning and simple interface, but-compared to products
coming to stores soon, the iPad offers more restrictions than it does
capabilities and more finesse than
power. It is beatable. And no, it's
not

better than any laptop.

True, tablet computing
is the future of

personal computing.
For example, HP's Slate, rumored to be arriving in June, puts
full laptop capabilities in a tablet
with a display an inch smaller
than the iPad's. The Slate will

touch-optimized version
of Windows 7—delivering full
computer capabilities compared
to iPad's cell phone operating sys-

run a

The iPad may have apps, but
the Slate will be able to run full
programs, just like you would on
a PC or Mac laptop or desktop.
The Slate will have more memory
in its base model than the iPad and
additional memory can be added
via an SD card reader.
What's more, the Slate will have
better connectivity than the iPad
tem.

with

a

wireless card, GPS and 3G

iQuit

compatibility in one, whereas the
iPad's 3G model is coming later
this month for $80 more than a
base Slate. And the iPad lacks basics like a USB port and card readers, both standard in the Slate.

I?:

Pink-i

The iPad offers more

o

iXTREME!

restrictions than it does

capabilities and more
finesse than power.
For a device touted to be a
multimedia heaven, the iPad also
curiously lacks a camera. The Slate
will have two, one Web cam and a
three-megapixel camera. The iPad
also doesn't support Flash, which
comprises the majority of video
on the Web. The Slate will support Flash and will offer a fuller
Internet browsing experience because of it.
The iPad is a toy, but HP's tablet and others will have business
applications and will likely become
an important tool for journalists,
photographers and other professionals on the go.
Like with computers, the Slate
is cheaper than the iPad for all but
the base model, with a $230 price
difference between the Slate and
iPad's top models.
The most important question
to be asked, though, is whether the
iPad is a product you need now.
Unless you're constantly on the go
and have some intense aversion to
a laptop in your lap, waiting will
put a better tablet in your hands—
Mac or PC.
Josh may be reached at
editor@su-specator.com
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iScream, uScream,
WiiAflScream 4
iCeCream
QUOTE OF THE WEEK

I don't own a farm. I
don't own land. But
I wanted to save the
bees.
Sarah Bergmann,
Pollinator Pathway Project
Coordinator
—

KFC's culinary atrocity: The Double Down
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief

Kentucky Fried Chicken
churned stomachs around the
world Tuesday when it announced
its latest unholy creation: The $5
Double Down chicken sandwich.
What precisely constitutes the
Double Down? For starters it's a
sandwich, but instead of packing
KFC's plastic chicken between two
stale bun halves, the Double Down
is all plastic, all the time; in the case

of this finger food, the chicken is
the bun. And the space the chicken
would occupy in a normal, less-artery clogging sandwich is replaced
with bacon, cheese and an array of
runny sauces.
USA Today reports that each
and every Double Down contains
roughly 60 percent ofone's recommended consumption of salt, and
roughly 50 percent of the daily
recommendation for saturated
fat. The same article also finds
Kelly Brownell, director at Yale's

Rudd Center for Food Policy and
Obesity, synopsizing the sandwich
as "a salt bomb." Seems like an accurate

description to me.

such an
obscenely unhealthy product hitting the food market during a time
when the First Lady is campaigning fiercely against childhood obesity and a widespread health-care
reform bill has just been passed.
One can only assume that, were
atrocities like the Double Down
less readily available to the general
It's interesting

to see

public, public health and obesity
wouldn't be such pressing issues in
the United States today.
Granted, I am not the spitting
image of healthy. I'm overweight,
out-of-shape, and have been living
off of pasta, frozen peas and the occasional Rancho Bravo burrito for
the last two years of my life. But
even so, I'm pretty certain barreling
through a Double Down would put
me in a catatonic state the likes of
which only a stomach pump and
a diet of mashed prunes would be

able to cure. I'm getting nauseous
just thinking about this chickensandwiched sandwich.
Really, the only thing I can say
about the Double Down is wow.
Just wow. Just when I thought that
America couldn't fall any farther, the
Colonel drops this atomic bomb of
an edible upon the world.
Thanks Kentucky.

Matthew may be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
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Robbery
April 1 12:30 a.m.
A student reported to Public Safety he and another student had
been robbed while walking near
17th Avenue & East Spring. The
student reported two unknown
males displayed a weapon and
took two wallets and two cell
phones. The students had been
hit and knocked down and were
to a local hospital for
>llow-up care. Police recovered
ne of the student's wallets.

fansported
Eril
Theft

1 4:40 p.m.

d students reported theirlunch
items were taken from a common-use refrigerator located on
the first level of theLaw School.

Suspicious Person
April 1 5 p.m.

Senior Kipp Gallagher and junior Alexa Burwell sing Gallagher's "Sarah and the Lions" at Collision.

A 'Collision'
of the senses
Braden VanDragt

|

Police and Public Safety investigated a third-party report from
a staff member of a non-affiliate
asking women if they wanted to
"party with him". The individual
departed the area southbound
on 12thAvenue in a white SUV.

The Spectator

Public Safety responded to a
report of a non-affiliate male
loitering in the Broadway Garage. The individual was identified and trespass warned from
campus property.
Narcotics
April 2 2:50 a.m.
Public Safety contacted a female
student and non-affiliate male sitting in a parked vehicle in a campus parking lot. The occupants
admitted to smoking marijuana
and consuming alcohol.
Auto Prowl off campus
April 2 7:40 p.m.
Gas Works Park police Public
Safety and police received a report from a student that her passenger window of her vehicle
was smashed while parked at the
park. Access was gained to the
trunk and a number of personal
items were stolen.

Collision, performances and exhibits from Seattle U artists ignited the Campion Ballroom with "All Senses Go" April 1. Above left, seniors
Adam Toth, facing forward, and Casey Fern, leaders of the SU improv club, The Broadway Rejects, perfom an improve sketch at Collision.
Above right, Sarah Storey's "The Sandwich" displayed at Collision.

Alcohol Violation
April 3 12:30 a.m.
Public Safety and Housing responded to a noise complaint

in Campion Hall. The occupants were identified and the
room was documented for an
alcohol violation.

For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.

Freshman English major

Daniel Bentson walks back
to his seat after reading his short piece, "Back
Again." Collision featured
visual art, dramatic performance, spoken word
poetry, and student bands
including Halcyon Daze
and Painted Horses, as
well as live figure drawing.

Hot coffee is not just for 'girlz'

A closer look at SU's sponsorships
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